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The economics of personalised medicine

• Opportunities are clear:
• Greater benefits to patients from targeted therapy

• Fewer side-effects

• (lower costs by selecting only patients that benefit)

• Threats are also clear:
• Opportunity costs (increased costs of testing to identify candidates)

• Opportunity costs (accelerated approval erodes evidence base)

• Opportunity costs (higher prices for more select groups)

• Opportunity costs (indication specific pricing)



Cancer Treatment Trends

• Precision medicine approaches are becoming more commonplace:

o 60% of the new active substances approved in the US in 2018 were 
associated with predictive biomarkers.

• Innovative oncology therapies are moving quickly through R&D and regulatory 
filling:

o 40% of them were approved based on Phase I or II trials and 20% of them 
included single-arm trials.

IQVIA. Global Oncology Trends 2019. https://www.iqvia.com/institute/reports/global-oncology-trends-2019.



What is tumor-agnostic?

Focus on where cancer 
presents in the body
• Trials and guidelines by tumor type and 

location

Focus on what causes cancer 
within a given patient
• Pan-tumor or histology-independent

• Primary oncodrivers

• Therapy based on biomarkers or genetic 
characteristics of patients tumor

• Examples: Keytruda (MSI-H and dMMR), 
Vitrakvi (NTRK fusions)

CURRENT/HISTORIC view of 
cancer treatment

EMERGING/EVOLVING view 
of cancer treatment



What are essential features of a basket trial?

Dubuque C et al. Trinity Partners. Oncology Basket Trials: An Emerging Paradigm Shift in Trial Design & Treatment Approaches? Available at: http://www.trinitypartners.com/files/6115/2656/9438/Oncology_Basket_Trials_-

_Trinity_Partners.pdf

http://www.trinitypartners.com/files/6115/2656/9438/Oncology_Basket_Trials_-_Trinity_Partners.pdf
http://www.trinitypartners.com/files/6115/2656/9438/Oncology_Basket_Trials_-_Trinity_Partners.pdf


Advances in the science of oncogenes drives increase in 
multi-indication trials and potential for pan-tumor indications
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Opportunity cost I: Testing (NGS)

• Molecular profiling is 
expensive

• TRK-Fusion gene is rare

• Specificity is therefore an 
issue (false positives)



Opportunity cost II: AA erodes evidence base





Opportunity cost III: Higher prices

Trusheim et al, 2007 [Nature]



Opportunity cost IV: Indication-based pricing
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Opportunity cost IV: Indication-based pricing
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Value based pricing / paying for results

• Innovative pricing schemes are an area of current interest

• Most of these favour the industry?

• But it should be possible to design schemes to truly deliver value

• This will require collaboration between industry and payers

• Regulators also need to shoulder some responsibility?


